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THE OBJECT OF THIS STUCY WAS TO DEVELOP A HIGHLY
ACCURATE LONG RANGE CC^PUTER PROGRAM TO DO PREDICTIONS OF
TROPOSPHERIC RADIO TRANSMISSION LOSS OVER IRREGULAR TERRAIN.
THE COMPUTER PROGRAM ^vAS TO BE EASY TO USE WITH AN INPUT AND
OUTPUT DATA FORMAT SUCH THAT THE USER CCLLD USE THE PROGRAM
WITH LITTLE PRIOR INSTRUCTICN. SIGNAL STRENGTH CALCULATION
CAPABILITY WAS ALSO TC BE INCLUCEC IN THE PROGRAM. THE BASIS
FOR THE PROGRAM THEORY WAS ESSA RESEARCH REPORT NUMBER ERL
67-ITS 67, "PRECICTICN OF TROPOSPHERIC RADIO TRANSMISSION
LOSS OVER IRREGULAR TERRAIN."
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WHEN RF POWER RACIATES FRC^ A TRANSMITTING ANTENNA IT
IS SPREAD OVER A WIDE AREA. THUS, THE POWER AVAILAELE AT THE
RECEIVING ANTENNAS IS CNLY A SMALL PART OF THE RADIATED
POWER.
THE LOSS DUE TO TRANSMISSION BETWEEN THE TRANSMITTING
AND RECEIVING ANTENNAS DETERMINES IF THE RECEIVED SIGNAL
WILL BE LSEFUL. POOR CUALITY CF PCCR RELIABILITY CAN RESULT
IF THE MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE TRANSMISSION LOSS FOR THE RADIO
SYSTEM IS EXCEEDED. CN PATHS THAT APPROXIMATE THE IDEAL FREE
SPACE OR PLANE EARTH, FAIRLY GOOD PREDICTIONS OF
TRANSMISSION LOSS CAN BE MADE. THE ACTUAL PATH GECMETRY OR
ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS IN THE PEAL WORLD DIFFER SC MUCH FROM
THE BASIC ASSUMPTIONS THAT ABSOLUTE ACCURACY CANNOT BE
EXPECTED.
THERE IS GREAT INTEREST TODAY IN RACIO WAVE
PROPAGATION BEHAVIOR IN THE TRCPCSPHERE, WHICH IS THE LAYER
OF THE ATMOSPHERE WHERE CLOUDS CAN EXIST. ITS UPPER LIMIT,
CALLED THE TROPOPAUSE, IS AT A HEIGHT OF A6CLT SIX
KILOMETERS AT THE POLES AND ABCLT EIGHTEEN KILCMETEPS AT THE
EQUATOR.

MAKY COMPLEX FCR^ULAS hA\JE BEEN DERIVED TO MAKE BETTER
PREDICTICNS OF TROPOSPhERIC RALIO TRANSMISSION LOSS OVER
IRREGULAR TERRAIN. THESE EQUATIONS HAVE BEEN PUT TOGETHER IN
ORDER TO ESTABLISH A PROPAGATION THEORY. THE THEORY HAS BEEN
TESTED AGAINST A LARGE NUMBER OF PROPAGATION MEASUREMENTS
AND HAS HELD UP QUITE I^ELL. THE NORE ACCURATE THE THEORY THE
MORE EQUATIONS NEEDED.
IN THIS DAY ANC AGE ACCURATE THEORY REQUIRES A LOT OF
TIME TO SOLVE MANY COMPLEX EQUATIONS. A COMPUTER IS NEEDED
TO COMBINE THE NUMEROUS EQUATIONS AND SOLVE THEM IN A SHORT
AMOUNT OF TIME GIVEN CERTAIN NEEDED INFORMATION. BEFORE A
COMPUTER CAN BE USED IT MUST HAVE A SCFTIhARE PRCGRAI^ WHICH
COMBINES THESE WELL ESTABLISHED ECUAT IONS IN AN ORDERLY
FASHION IN ORDER TO ARRIVE AT A NUMERICAL SOLUTION.
IN JULY 1968 ESSA RESEARCH LABORATDRIES PUBLISHED A
TECHNICAL REPORT T ITL EC: £E££ii:iiI]N_Q£_IEi^eQi£iJ£Bl£_EAQiQ
12^0. BY A. G. LONGLEY AND P. L. RICE. THE REPORT NUMBER WAS
ERL 79-ITS 67.
THE ESSA REPORT CONTAINED A COMPUTER METHOD FOR
PREDICTING LONG TERM MEDIAN TRANSMISSION LOSS OVER IRREGULAR
TERRAIN. THE METHOD WAS APPLICABLE FOR RACIC FREQUENCIES
ABOVE 20 MHZ AND MAY BE USED EITHER WITH DETAILED TERRAIN
PROFILES FOR ACTUAL PATHS CP WITH PROFILES THAT ARE

REPRESENTATIVE OF MECIAN TERRAIN CHARACTERISTICS FOR A GIVEN
AREA. ESTIMATES OF VARIABILITY IN TIME AND WITH LOCATION AND
A METHOD FOR COMPUTING SERVICE PROBABILITY WERE INCLUDED.
THE PROGRAM GIVEN IN THE REPORT WAS VERY LIMITED IN
ITS DIRECT APPLICATIONS. IT WAS WRITTEN FCR USE CN A CCNTROL
DATA CORPORATION COMPUTER, WhICF NADE IT UNUSEABLE FOR AN
IBM COMPUTER. THE PROGRAM, AS WRITTEN, CDULD NOT READ IN
DATA FROM A CARD SOURCE. THE WORK INVOLVED IN THIS THESIS
USES NO NEW PROPAGATION THEORY, HOWEVER, IT DOES COMPLETELY
REWORK THE SOFTWARE COMPUTER PROGRAM IN THE REPORT IN ORDER
TO MAKE IT MORE EASY TO USE, MCRE FLEXIBLE AND ACCURATE, AND
INCLUDES IN THE OUTPUT, A GRAPHICAL PLCT. IT ALSC RETURNS
SIGNAL STRENGTH.
THE PROPAGATION PROGRAM IS INTENDED FOR USE WITHIN THE
FOLLOWING RANGES:
PARAMETER RANGE
FREQUENCY 20 TO 40,000 MHZ
ANTENNA HEIGHTS 0.5 TO 3, COO M
DISTANCE 1 TO 2,000 KM
SURFACE REFRACTIVITY 250 TO 4C0 N-UNITS

THE ANGLE OF ELEVATION OF EACH HORIZON RAY /^BCVE THE
HORIZONTAL SHOULD NOT EXCEED 12 DEGREES, AND THE DISTANCE
FROM EACH ANTENNA TO ITS HORIZCK SHOULD NOT BE LESS THAN ONE
TENTH, OR MORE THAN THREE TIMES, THE CORRESPONDING
SMOOTH-EARTH DISTANCE.

II. COMPUTER FRCGRAMMEC TRANSMISSION THEORY
BEFORE GGIKG INTC THE PARTICULAR ASPECTS OF HOW TO USE
THE PROGRAM, A BRIEF GENERAL CUTLINE OF THE THEORY USED IN
THE ERL 79 - ITS 67 REPORT WILL BE GIVEN.
RADIO TRANSMISSION LOSS IN TROPOSPHERIC PROPAGATION
DEPENDS ON, CHARACTERI STICS CF THE ATKCSPhEPE AND TERRAIN.
THE REFRACTIVE INDEX GRADIENT NEAR THE EARTH'S SURFACE IS
THE MCST IMPORTANT ATMOSPHERIC PARAMETER FOR PREDICTING A
LONG TERM MEDIAN REFERENCE VALLE OF TRANSMISSION LOSS. THIS
SURFACE GRADIENT LARGELY DETERMINES THE BENDING OF A RADIO
RAY AS IT PASSES THROUGH THE ATMOSPHERE. RAYS MAY BE
REPRESENTED AS STRAIGHT LINES, HTHIN THE FIRST KILOMETER
ABOVE THE EARTH'S SURFACE, IF AN "EFFECTIVE EARTH RADIUS",
IS DEFINED AS A RE FR ACT I V ITY
.
FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE LONG-TERM REFERENCE VALUE,
THE MINIMUM MEAN VALUE IS PICKED TO CHARACTERIZE AVERAGE
ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS. THE MINIMUM MONTHLY MEAN VALUE OF
SURFACE REFRACTIVITY IS OBTAINED FROM MEASUREMENTS FROM SUCH
MAPS AS BEAN, HORN, AND CZANICH (I960), "LI CLIMATIC CHARTS
AND DATA CF THE RACIC REFR/^CTIVE INDEX, FOR THE UNITED
STATES AND THE WORLD," NBS MONOGRAPH NO. 22. (U.S. GOVERNMENT
8

PRINTING OFFICE, WASHINGTON, C. C.)
ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS, SUCH AS CHANGES IN THE REFRACTIVE
INDEX, CHANGES IN THE ANCUNT CF TURBULENCE OR
STRATIFICATION, ABSORPTION BY CXYGEN, IvATER VAPCR , CLOUCS,
AND PRECIPITATION, ARE ALLOWED FCR BY EMPIRICAL ADJUSTMENTS.
PROGRAM CALCULATIONS ARE INCLUDED TC HANDLE EFFECTS OF
TRCPOSPHERIC SCATTER AND DIFFR/CTICN DUE TO KNIFE EDGES,
ROUGH TERRAIN, AND SMCOTH SPHERICAL EARTH. SHORT AND LONG
TERM FADING ADJUSTMENTS TO MEDIAN ATTENUATIONS ARE ACCOUNTED
FOR BY DERIVING FACTORS WHICH COKE FRCM AVERAGING FADING
MEASUREMENTS MADE CN MANY DIFFERENT TRCPOSPHERIC
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS.
IF DETAILED PROFILES ARE AVAILABLE FOR SPECIFIC PATHS,
TRANSMISSION LOSS CAN BE CALCULATED. TO CHARACTERIZE
TERRAIN, PROFILES MAY BE READ AT REGULAR INTERVALS IN BOTH
N-S AND E-W DIRECTIONS OR ACTUAL CR PROPOSED TERRAIN
CONDITIONS MAY BE COMBINED TC PROVIDE A SINGLE SET OF
PROFILES FOR WHICH AN ESTIMATE OF MEDIAN FPCPAGATION
CONDITIONS IS DESIRED. THE INTERDECILE RANGE CF TERRAIN
HEIGHTS ABOVE AND BELCW A FIXED LINE FITTED TO ELEVATIONS
ABOVE SEA LEVEL, IS C/5LCULATEC AT FIXED DISTANCES. USUALLY
MEDIAN VALUES OF THE INTERDECILE RANGE INCREASE WITH PATH
LENGTH TO AN ASYMPTOTIC VALUE ^^hICH IS USED TO CH /^ PACT ER IZ E
THE TERRAIN.

TYPt OF TERRAIN ASYMPTCTIC VALUE (METERS)
OF INTERDECILE HEIGHT
VERY SMOOTH PLAIKS OR WATER C-5
SMCCTH PLAINS 5-20





EXTREMELY RUGGED NCUNTAINS > 700
TO CALCULATE REFERENCE VALUES OF TRANSMSSICN LOSS FOR
A SPECIFIC APPLICATION, A MINIMUM CF FOUR ESSENTIAL
PARAMETERS MUST BE SUPPLIED. THESE FCUR FARANETERS ARE
FREQUENCY IK MEGAHERTZ, THE TR/^NSM ITT ING ANC RECEIVING
ANTENNA HEIGHTS ABCVE GRCUNC IN METERS, AND THE PATH
DISTANCE IN KILOMETERS. PATH PARAMETERS SUCH AS HORIZON
DISTANCES AND ELEVATION ANGLES, MAY ALSO EE DERIVED FROM THE
PRECEDING PARAMETERS.
THE CONDUCTIVITY OF THE EARTH'S SURFACE AND ITS
10

PERMITTIVITY OR RELATIVE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT ENTER INTO THE
CALCULATIONS FUR L I N E-0 F-S I GHT AND DIFFRACTION ATTENUATION.
IF THE VALUES OF THESE GROUND CCNSTANTS ARE NOT KNOWN, THE
FOLLOWING TABLE VALUES MAY BE ASSUMED:
TYPE OF SURFACE CONDUCT 1 VI TY ( MHO/M J DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
POOR GROUND O.COl
AVERAGE GROUND 0.C05 15
GOOD GROUND 0.020 25
SEA WATER 5.000 81
FRESH WATER O.OIO 81
AT SUFFICIENTLY LOW FREQUENCIES, THE EFFECT OF THE
CONDUCTIVITY DOMINATES WHILE AT SUFFICIENTLY HIGH
FREQUENCIES, THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT DCMINATES. THE
TRANSITION OCCURS BETWEEN 300 TO 3000 MEGAHERTZ FOR OVERSEA
TRANSMISSION, WHILE OVER "AVERAGE" GRDUND THE TRANSITION
OCCURS BETWEEN 5 TO 50 MEGAHERTZ. FOR PROPAGATICN OVER
IRREGULAR TERRAIN, AT FREQUENCIES ABOVE 100 MEGAHERTZ, WITH
ANTENNAS MORE THAN FIVE METERS ABOVE GROUND, THE EFFECTS OF
THE GROUND CONSTANTS ARE SLIGHT AND THE RESULT, FCR VERTICAL
AND HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION IS NEARLY THE SAME. UNDER THESE
11

CONDITICNS THE METhCC IS SIMPLIFIED BY ASSUMING THE
MAGNITUCE OF THE THEORETICAL REFLECTION CCEFFICIENT EQUAL TO
0.95 AND THE PHASE SHIFT EGLAL TC ZERO. FCR MANY
APPLICATIONS THIS RESULTS IN AN ESTIMATE OF THE EFFECTIVE
REFLECTION COEFFICIENT CF 0.9, AND THE ATTEKUATICN F/^Y BE
CALCULATED DIRECTLY. THESE AP PR CX I^' AT I CNS ARE f^£I APPLICABLE
FOR TRANSMISSION OVER THE SEA.
TO SUMMARIZE, THE PARAMETERS RtCUIREC FOR COMPUTING
REFERENCE VALUES OF TRANSMISSION, OR THE CORRESPONDING
ATTENUATION BELOW FREE SPACE ARE: FREQUENCY IN MEGAHERTZ,
DISTANCE IN KILOMETERS, ANTENNA HEIGHTS ABCVE GRCUND IN
METERS, ESTIMATES OF SURFACE REFRACTI VI TY , THE TERRAIN
IRREGULARITY IN METERS, THE CCNCLCTIVITY IN MHCS/METER, AND
THE RELATIVE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT CF THE GROUNC.
12

III. USING THE MODIFIED ERL PROGRAM
THE MODIFIED ERL COMPUTER PROGRAM l\AS WRITTEN FOR EASE
OF OUTPUT READING, ACCURACY, AND EASE OF USER DATA INPUT.
THE PROGRAM LISTING CONTAINS INSTRUCTIONS FOR DATA INPUT.
THIS ALLO^VS THE PROGRAM TO BE USED WITHOUT EXTERNAL PROGRAM
INSTRUCTIONS.
THERE ARE ONLY FOUR DATA INPUT CARDS USED IN THIS
PROGRAM. IN MANY CASES ONLY TWO DATA INPUT CARDS ARE USED.
THIS PROGRAM PREDICTS LONG-TERM MEDIAN RADIO TRANSMISSION
LOSS OVER IRREGULAR TERRAIN. THUS, THE USER SFCULD NOT
EXPECT A SHORT TERM LOSS PREDICTION OUTPUT EVEN THOUGH THE
INPUT DATA IS OF A SHCRT TERM NATURE.
INTEGER NUMBERS MUST BE PUNCHED SO THAT THE NUMBER
ENDS IN THE LAST COLUMN NUMBER FIELD. IF SPACES ARE LEFT AT
THE END OF THE FIELD ' THEY WILL BE READ AS ZEROS, IN EFFECT
MULTIPLYING THE DESIRED NUMBER BY A PCWER OF TEN. REAL
NUMBERS ARE PUNCHED AS A STRING OF DIGITS CONTAINING A




THE FIRST DATA CARD CCNTAINS DATA COVERING CODE
NUMBERS FOR TYPE OF TERRAIN, CE LOSS INFORMATION DESIRED,
AND DISTANCE BETWEEN ANTENNAS. TFIS CARD MUST BE INCLUDED IN
THE DATA CARD SET.
COLUMN: 01-10 "TYPE OF TERRAIN" -INTEGER
CODE: L COLCRADO PLAINS
(OMIT THIRD DATA CARD)
CODE: 2 COLORADO MOUNTAINS
\ (OMIT THIRD DATA CARD)
CODE: 3 OHIC
(OMIT THIRD DATA CARD)
CODE: 4 USER TERR/^IN CATA
WITHOUT DATA SUPPRESSION
CODE: 5 USER TERRAIN CATA
NO "OUTPUT PARAMETERS" PRINTED
COLUMN: 11-20 "DB LOSS" -INTEGER
CODE: NO CE CATA DESIRED
(OMIT SECOND CATA CARD)
CODE: 1 DB DATA DESIRED
COLUMN: 21-30 "DISTANCE EETWEEN ANTENNAS" -REAL
(l-2tCCC) K-METERS
SECOND DATA CARD: •
THE SECOND DATA CARD CONTAINS DATA COVERING SIGNAL
STRENGTH DB CALCLLATICNS AND CLTFUT. IF COLUNN 11-20 CF THE
FIRST DATA CARD CONTAINS A "0" THE SECOND DATA CARD IS
OMITTED.
COLUMN: 01-10 "TX POWER CLT" (WATTS)
POSITIVE REAL NUMBER
COLUMN: 11-20 "7X ANTENNA GAIN" ICd)
POSITIVE REAL NUMBER







"TRANSMITTEP LINE LOSS" (DB)
POSITIVE RE/^L MjMBER
"PEQUIREC RECEIVER LINE LOSS" (DB)
POSITIVE REAL KLMBER
"RECEIVER INPLT LEVEL" (CBM)
POSITIVE REAL NLMBER
THIRD DATA CARD:
THE THIRD DATA CARD CONTAINS DATA COVERING SURFACE
REFRACTIVITY, SURFACE CGNDUC T 1 V I T V » PE Rf^.I TT I VI T Y CR RELATIVE
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT, AND INTERCECILE RANGE. THIS CARD IS NOT
USED IF COLUMN 01-10 CF THE FIRST DATA CARD CONTAINS A "I",
"2", OR "3".
COLUMN: 01-10 "SURFACE P
E
FRACT I V ITY" -INTEGER
(25C-4CC)N-LNITSNS
"SLRFACE CCNOLCTIVITY" {^HCS/NETER)










THE FORTH DATA CARD CONTAINS DATA COVERING ANTENNA
POLARIZATION, FREQUENCY, AND ANTENNA HEIGHT OF THE
TRANSMITTING AND RECEIVING ANTENNA. THIS CARD MUST BE
INCLUDED IN THE DATA CARD SET.





"STRUCTURAL ANTENN/i HEIGHT CF
TRANSMITTING ANTENNA" -REAL
(O.5-2CC0.O) METERS










DATA CARD ONE CCMAINS CCCES FOR ThE USE OF CGLORADG
PLAINS, COLORADO MOUNTAINS, CR OHIO TERRAIN PARAMETERS.
THESE PARAMETER OPTIONS WERE PUT IN THE PROGRAM SINCE THEY
OFFER WELL-USED GENERAL TYPES CF DIFFERING TERRAIN. FOR
EXAMPLE, IF THE USER DOES NOT HAVE ANY PARTICULAR TERRAIN
CONSTANTS TO USE AND IvANTED TC CHECK HIS DATA USING A
MOUNTAINOUS TERRAIN, HE WOULD USE THE CODE IN THE FIRST DATA
CARD FCR COLORADO MOUNTAIN TERRAIN. THE FOLLOWING TABLE
GIVES THE CONSTANTS USED IN THE PROGRAM FOR THE PRESET
TERRAINS:
SURFACE SURFACE DIELECTRIC DH
TERRAIN REFRACTIVITY CONCLCTIVITY CONSTANT CELTA-H
OHIO 312.0 0.CC5 15.0 90.0
COLORADO PL. 290.0 0.CC5 15.0 90.0
COLORADO MT. 290.0 0.0C5 15. C 650.0
EXAMPLE PROGRAM DATA CARD SETUP
THE FOLLOWING TWC EXAMPLES SHOULC GIVE THE USER A
BETTER GRASP OF SETTING UP THE LATA CARDS FOR THE MODIFIED
ERL PROGRAM.
EXAMPLE ONE:
THE USER WANTS TC USE CCLCRADO PLAINS TYPE TERRAIN




FREQUENCY ^ 45C.0C NEG-HERTZ
TX POkEk OUT ' 8.CC WATTS
TX ANTENNA GAIN • 10.00 DB
RX ANTENNA GAIN ^ 13.50 DB
RECEIVER LINE LOSS 2.00 DB
ANTENNA POLARIZATION VERTICAL
TRANSMSSICN LINE LCSS 2. 00 DB
DISTANCE BETWEEN ANTENNAS — 2^2.0 K-NETEPS
REQUIRED RECEIVER INPLT LEVEL -112.00 DBM
STRUCTURAL ANTENNA HEIGHT OF TX ANTENNA ^.CC F.ETEPS
STRUCTURAL ANTENNA HEIGHT CF RX ANTENNA 40.00 NETEPS
EXAMPLE TWO:
THE USER WANTS TC USE HIS CWN TERRAIN CAT A AND DCES
NOT WANT TO USE THE SIGNAL STRENGTH PROGRAM OPTION. THE USER
DESIRES TO USE THE FOLLOWING DATA:
DB LOSS NO
DELTA-H 750. CC METERS
FREQUENCY - 100.00 NEG-HERTZ
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT 15.00
ANTENNA POLARIZATION ^ HORIZONTAL
SURFACE CONDUCTIVITY O.C05 MFCS/METER
SURFACE REFRACTIVITY ^ 350. OC N-UNITS
DISTANCE BETWEEN ANTENNAS 300.00 K-METERS
STRUCTURAL ANTENNA HEIGHT OF TX ANTENNA 37.05 NETEPS
STRUCTURAL ANTENNA HEIGHT CF RX ANTENNA 72.08 METERS
17

TABLE CF THE EXAMPLE LATA CARC SETTINGS





21-30 242. C 300.00
















11-2C 45C.C ICO. 00
21-30 4.C 37.05
31-40 4C.C 72.08
NOTE: ALL INTEGER VALLES MUST BE RIGHT JUSTIFIED IN THEIR
RESPECTIVE CCLUMN FIELCS.
THE NEXT SECTICN, STARTING CN PAGE 19, CC^TAI^S THE
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The object of this study was to develop a highly accurate long range
computer program to do predictions of tropospheric radio transmission loss
over irregular terrain. The computer program was to be easy to use with an
input and output data fonnat such that the user could use the program with
little prior instruction. Signal strength calculation capability was also
to be included in the program. The basis for the progran theory was ESSA
Research Report number ERL 67-ITS 67, "Prediction of Tropospheric Radio
Transmission Loss Over Irregular Terrain."
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